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Abstract: Remote sensing monitoring of crop growth began from airborne photography to assist
in crop pest management and has evolved into monitoring from satellites, manned aircraft, un-
manned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and ground-based systems for crop production process modeling,
optimization, and control. In recent years, for crop growth remote sensing monitoring, apart from
satellites, manned aircrafts, and ground-based systems, UAVs have been developed and widely used
for low-altitude remote sensing of crop fields to uniquely provide a cost-effective, flexible tool for
field crop growth remote sensing. Additionally, their data create a critical layer between all other
remote sensing platforms. This paper overviews the use of remote sensing from difference sources,
especially airborne remote sensing from manned aircraft and UAVs, to monitor crop growth in the
area of the lower northern Mississippi from the Mississippi Delta to the Black Prairie, one of the most
important agricultural areas in the U.S. In this paper, three sites typical in the area are demonstrated
for remote sensing monitoring of crop growth, and the issues and challenges are identified and
discussed for future opportunities to integrate remote sensing data from different sources to improve
crop monitoring in this area and surrounding areas.

Keywords: remote sensing; crop growth monitoring; crop production management; unmanned
aerial vehicle

1. Introduction

Remote sensing monitoring of crop fields has a history over 100 years. A classic
example is from College Station, Texas, where aerial photography was used to identify
cotton root rot in the late 1920s [1–3]. In the mid-1950s, aerial color infrared (CIR) photog-
raphy was assessed to classify vegetation types and detect diseases and stresses of cereal
crops [4]. Since then, remote sensing technologies have been rapidly developed in space-
borne, airborne, and ground-based platforms and widely applied for geospatial analysis of
natural resources in ecological systems on the Earth [5–9]. Modern precision agriculture is
revolutionizing agricultural operations using site-specific management supported by the
technologies of global positioning systems (GPS), geographic information systems (GIS),
and remote sensing [10,11]. Precision agriculture has been technically implemented since
the late 1980s, and, accordingly, agricultural remote sensing has been rapidly developed
and widely applied for monitoring crop fields [12,13]. Agricultural remote sensing has
been conducted on a satellite, an aircraft, or a portable spectrometer. In recent years,
agricultural remote sensing has been developed into a paradigm of low-altitude remote
sensing centered around unmanned aircraft or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for high-
performance monitoring of crop fields for crop production process modeling, optimization,
and control [14–17].

A UAV, especially small UAV (sUAV), is a remote sensing platform that can be devel-
oped and used to remotely observe crop fields with high quality images. The operation of
a UAV over an area is flexible, with minor restrictions due to weather and field conditions.
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In observing crop fields, an sUAV is typically used to cover small fields, while satellite
imagery and the imagery acquired from manned aircrafts can directly cover a large area of
fields because their flight altitudes (or orbits) are much higher than sUAVs’. Therefore, the
spatial resolutions of the images from satellites and manned aircraft may be much lower
than the images from sUAVs.

In monitoring crop fields, different sources of remote sensing may be used depending
on the purpose of research and management. Satellite imagery is mainly used for boundary
delineation of regional or farm areas for determining land use and land cover. The imagery
acquired from manned aircraft can be used for land use and land cover quantification, or,
as the images acquired from sUAVs are, for field boundary delineation for detection and
determination of plant traits and stresses. For a specific focus of concern, a source of remote
sensing data can be used, and, at the same time, different sources of remote sensing data can
be compared for optimal spatial, spectral, and temporal coordination. This paper overviews
the use of remote sensing from different sources, especially airborne remote sensing from
manned aircraft and UAVs, to monitor crop growth with three demonstration sites typical
in the area of the lower northern Mississippi from the Mississippi Delta to the Black Prairie,
one of the most important agricultural areas in the U.S., and indicates the capabilities of
satellite remote sensing for crop field monitoring. Then, the issues and challenges are
identified and discussed for future opportunities to integrate the remote sensing data from
different sources to improve crop monitoring in this area and surrounding areas in the state
of Mississippi and any other similar areas.

2. Demonstration Sites

The demonstration sites are scattered at three typical locations over the area of the
lower northern Mississippi from the Mississippi Delta to the Black Prairie:

1. Stoneville, Mississippi

This location is in the area of the Mississippi Delta, one of the largest contiguous
agricultural areas in the U.S. and close the Mississippi river. At this location, the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA), Agricultural Research Unit (ARS) has land
of about 1.2 km2 (33◦26′42′′ N, 90◦52′50′′ W and 37 m elevation), with numerous fields
specialized for various crop research and experiments of precision agriculture, weed science,
and irrigation water management.

2. Brooksville, Mississippi

This location is close to the Black Prairie wildlife area in Mississippi where Mississippi
State University professors are conducting irrigation research experiments over an area of
2.7 km2 (33◦15′31′′ N, 88◦32′60′′ W and 79 m elevation) in eastern Mississippi. Within the
area, a field of 9700 m2 (33◦15′40′′ N, 88◦32′22′′ W and 73 m elevation) was used for an
irrigation study in a soybean field by USDA ARS scientists, with two treatments, rainfed
and irrigated, replicated four times.

3. Pontotoc, Mississippi

This location is in the middle of the lower northern Mississippi, and at this location,
USDA ARS scientists have conducted crop science experiments in numerous fields in the
farm of Mississippi State University over an area of 2.6 km2 (34◦08′17′′ N, 89◦00′15′′ W and
141 m elevation) in northeastern Mississippi.

Figure 1 shows the maps of the study areas generated by Google Maps and Google
Earth Pro (Google, Mountain View, CA, USA).
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Figure 1. Google/Google Earth maps of the demonstration sites at three locations in lower north-
ern Mississippi.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Airborne Remote Sensing of Study Area and Fields
3.1.1. Manned Aircraft Remote Sensing

At Stoneville, Mississippi, USDA-ARS scientists began to remotely sense crop fields
from manned aircraft in the early 2000s. A video-based system installed on an Air Tractor
402B spraying airplane (Air Tractor, Olney, TX, USA) was developed for aerial remote
sensing flyovers of crop fields, especially for detection of crop stress caused by multiple
factors, within the USDA research farms in this location [18,19]. A thermal imaging system
installed on the Air Tractor 402 spray plane was further developed for aerial remote
sensing flyovers of crop fields, especially for determination of field surface and canopy
temperature for irrigation management [20]. Since 2009, airborne remote sensing has been
fully developed and applied in this area. The Air Tractor 402B airplane was retrofitted with
digital, multispectral, and thermal cameras that were triggered automatedly based on GPS
navigation of the flights. The applications have been accomplished in field monitoring for
assessing crop damage caused by herbicides sprayed from aircraft and tractors [21] and
farm mapping for field decision support based on remote sensing big data [22].

The system developed on Air Tractor 402B consists of two GoPro Hero 3+ cameras
(GoPro, San Mateo, CA, USA). One is for RGB image acquisition, and the other was
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modified by replacing the red lens with a 700 nm high-pass filtered lens to sense NIR
signals for NIR images. The original lenses of GoPro cameras are wide-angled, however, for
this study, the lenses were all replaced with 2.97 mm f/4.0 low distortion ones. Each lens
has a 95◦ of field of view (FOV), which can offer 55 cm/pixel ground spatial resolution of
the images at a flight altitude of 900 m with an image size of 3680 × 2760. This resolution is
superior to the imagery of high-resolution satellites in multispectral bands. Additionally, a
GPS receiving unit was synchronized with the operation of the imaging system onboard the
airplane to provide GPS data to geotag the images along the flying track, which is required
for image mosaic. To ensure the camera was pointed nadir during flight, the camera was
shimmed backward 10◦ to compensate for the in-flight difference in vertical angle. The lens
was calibrated for optimal focus and exposure for aerial operation.

This system was also synchronized to a FLIR Vue Pro 640 13 mm thermal camera which
works at the spectral band over 7.5–3.5 µm, with an image size of 640 × 512 pixels and 45◦

(horizontal) × 37◦ (vertical) FOV. It can offer an average of 118 cm/pixel (1.18 m/pixel)
ground spatial resolution of the images at a flight altitude of 900 m.

With thermal image data, “hot” spots over the crop fields can be identified to show the
distribution of crop stresses, such as water deficiency. With RGB and multispectral image
data, the crop growth vigor over the field can be visualized, which can be expressed as a
vegetation index. A vegetation index is a combination of remotely sensed earth surface
radiance or reflectance at two or more wavelengths to highlight a particular property of
vegetation. Various vegetation indices have been published for crop studies in fields [23,24].
Among them, the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) has been most widely
used in data processing of various remote sensing platforms and sensors to characterize
land surface vegetation, and was used for this study as well. NDVI originated for satellite
remote sensing. It has been expanded to be used for airborne and other remote sensors
with red and NIR band data. Thus, it has been widely used in remote sensing crop
monitoring and crop assessment from the spectral data measured from various remote
sensing platforms [25–29] and it has been the important indicator of crop growth vigor
monitoring for our studies.

3.1.2. UAV Remote Sensing

At Stoneville, Mississippi, in 2012, USDA-ARS scientists began to develop UAVs for
remote sensing of RGB, multispectral, thermal, and hyperspectral cameras and sensors for
various applications, including crop herbicide damage assessment, herbicide-resistant weed
identification, crop yield estimation, and crop phenotyping, for crop field monitoring [16,30].

At Brooksville, Mississippi, USDA-ARS scientists began to conduct UAV remote
sensing of a soybean field in 2017 and continued in 2018 and 2019. For this study, UAV
multispectral images were acquired using a Parrot Sequoia multispectral camera (Parrot, Paris,
France) with a broadband RGB sensor and narrowband red, green, red-edge, and NIR sensors
flown with an eBee senseFly fixed-wing UAV (senseFly, Cheseaux-sur-Lausanne, Switzerland).

At Pontotoc, Mississippi, USDA-ARS scientists similarly began to conduct UAV remote
sensing of crop fields in 2017 and continued in 2018 and 2019, with most flyovers in 2018.
For the studies, UAV images were also acquired using the Parrot Sequoia camera flown
with the eBee senseFly fixed-wing UAV.

3.2. Satellite Imagery Sources for Remote Sensing of Study Areas

There are numerous sources of satellite imagery that can be used for spaceborne
remote sensing monitoring of agricultural areas and crop fields. The following are the most
used for crop monitoring in this area, with free access for research purposes and have been
used in our studies in this work:
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3.2.1. Landsat (National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Washington DC,
USA; United States Geological Survey (USGS), Reston, VA, USA)

Landsat is a joint program of NASA and USGS for acquisition of satellite imagery of
the Earth. Landsat images are a good data source to detect land uses for regional studies
for crop type classification and yield estimation, however, it has a relatively long revisit
cycle (16 days), so it is often difficult to find a day with a cloudless image during the
summer in the humid region of the Lower Northern Mississippi. For this study, Landsat
8 multispectral imagery with 30 m spatial resolution was collected from EarthExplorer for
the products with a processing level of 2 for atmospherically corrected surface reflectance.

3.2.2. Sentinel (European Space Agency (ESA), Paris, France)

ESA has developed the Sentinel program for developing a series of next-generation
Earth observation (EO) satellite missions to advance ongoing and upcoming EO studies.
Images from Sentinel-2 [31–36] and Landsat 8 [36] have already been used for agricul-
tural remote sensing and crop monitoring for precision agriculture applications. With a
shorter cycle of revisiting (less than 5 days) compared with Landsat, Sentiniel-2 has a better
chance to provide more cloudless images during the summer in humid regions. For this
study, Sentinel 2A multispectral imagery with 10 m spatial resolution was collected from
EarthExplorer for the products with a processing level of 1C, which includes radiomet-
ric and geometric corrections, along with orthorectification to generate highly accurate
geolocated products.

3.2.3. PlanetScope (Planet, San Francisco, CA, USA)

Planet operates the PlanetScope, RapidEye, and SkySat Earth-imaging satellite con-
stellations. Planet images have been increasingly used in crop field monitoring [37–39].
Planet provides imagery services for a fee. With the mission of the company to promote
scientific research with rapid Earth surface observation, Planet offers university-affiliated
students, faculty members, and researchers accounts in the Education and Research Pro-
gram for limited, non-commercial access to PlanetScope imagery and RapidEye archive.
Recently the US federal government made a contract with Planet for US federal scientists
to similarly apply for accounts in the Education and Research Program for limited, non-
commercial access to Planet imagery. For this study, PlanetScope 4-band multispectral
imagery with 3 m spatial resolution and 1 day revisit time was collected from the Planet
website (https://www.planet.com/explorer/ 10 January 2023) for the scene products with
a processing level of 3B, with which orthorectified, scaled top of atmosphere radiance
(at sensor), or surface reflectance image products are available that are suitable for ana-
lytic and visual applications. This product has scene-based framing and is projected to a
cartographic projection.

4. Results
4.1. Stoneville, Mississippi

Figure 2 shows orthomosaic images (RGB, NIR, CIR (Color-Infrared), and NDVI) over
the USDA-ARS research farm area at Stoneville, Mississippi in September 2016. The original
images for the mosaicking were acquired from a dual GoPro digital imaging system oper-
ated on the Air Tractor 402B agricultural airplane. The images shown in Figure 2, especially
NDVI, clearly indicate harvested corn fields, matured soybean fields, and vegetated cotton
fields in a typical September crop growth in this area. The synchronized FLIR Vue Pro
640 13 mm thermal camera scanned over the farm area at the same time. This camara is a
non-radiometric thermal imager, which displays temperature field distributions (intensity
of thermal radiation in captured scenes) without the possibility of any other correction.
This thermal camera could be further replaced a radiometric unit, such as FLIR Vue Pro
640 R, which can provide thermal images that contain accurate, calibrated temperature
data embedded in every pixel. This type of portable radiometric thermal camera has been
used more often on small UAVs in recent years.

https://www.planet.com/explorer/
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Figure 2. Orthomosaic images (2 September 2016) of the research farm area at Stoneville, Mississippi.

Figure 3 shows the orthomosaic thermal image over the USDA-ARS research farm area
at Stoneville, Mississippi in May 2017. This image clearly indicated the thermal radiation
(relative temperature difference) over vegetated corn fields and soybean and cotton seedling
fields in a typical May crop growth in this area. This resolution of the thermal images is
much coarser than the GoPro’s, but it is comparable with the imagery of high-resolution
satellites in multispectral bands.

Since 2012, UAVs have been used to fly over about 12 fields at various sizes, from 7K to
130K m2, in the farm area for low-altitude remote sensing of crop growth monitoring. The
fields flown by UAVs were used to conduct various studies of precision agriculture, such
as crop field surveys, crop field scouting, crop species identification, crop health mapping,
and crop yield estimation.

Crop yield estimation or prediction is a conventional task of agronomy for crop pro-
duction management. Traditionally, yield estimation is based on empirical or mechanistic
crop modeling, using inputs of crop growth status, crop management, and weather/climate.
In recent years, more remote sensing data and information, especially from UAVs, are gen-
erated for creating innovative approaches for improved crop yield estimation. Crop plant
height is also an important indicator of crop yield potential. To estimate crop plant height,
images collected on a UAV are processed for 3D point cloud data. With interpolation of
3D point clouds, a digital terrain model (DTM) and a digital surface model (DSM) can
be calculated based on UAV photogrammetry integrated with a structure from motion
(SfM) technique. The difference in DSM and DTM provides the data for crop plant height
estimation from UAV image data. This method has been used to estimate soybean and
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cotton plant heights in the fields of the research farm area, and the estimated plant heights
were used to estimate crop yields [40,41].

1 
 

 
Figure 3. Orthomosaic thermal image (25 May 2017) of the research farm area at Stoneville, Mississippi.

Furthermore, UAV-based remote sensing could help improve crop yield estimation
based on agronomic principles. In agronomy, crop yield can be estimated using measured
yield components [42]. For example, yield of crops such as sorghum can be estimated based
on effective panicle number per unit area, average number of grains per panicle, seed setting
rate, and single grain weight. Among these components, effective panicle number per unit
area and spikelet number per panicle play the most important role in yield formation. With
high-resolution UAV imagery of crop fields, highly accurate characterization of plant yield
components is possible. With UAV image data, 3D crop canopy models over the field can
be built to recognize and count the yield components, such as panicle and spikelet, using
the recognition, classification, and analysis of pattern recognition algorithms. With the
recognition and counting data, a special spikelet index can be quantified to monitor the
spikelet number of the crop in the flowering stage for yield.

Within this aspect, a study was conducted in a cotton field of 65K m2 in the research
farm area at Stoneville, Mississippi to segment cotton bolls from the background of the
UAV digital images of the defoliated cotton field just prior to harvest. Cotton yield was
estimated with the estimated cotton plot unit coverage as the image metric, defined as a
ratio for a cotton unit coverage (CUC) in each field plot, as shown in [41]:

CUC =
NoCP
NoPP
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where NoCp is the number of cotton boll pixels in an experimental plot unit and NoPP is
the number of pixels in the plot unit area. The ratio can be calculated using the number
of cotton boll pixels in a field plot divided by the number of pixels in the plot area. In
this study, it was initially assumed that cotton bolls are globally brighter (white) and the
method of RGB thresholding was directly used for image processing, but the correlation
between the yield and the CUC was low (0.3), which might be because of the background
interference of soil, defoliated cotton leaves and dead cotton stems/branches, and occluded
cotton bolls. Therefore, cotton bolls were further assumed, as they are only locally brighter.
Based on this assumption, Laplacian of the RGB images was conducted, and this increased
the correlation (to 0.58) because this only worked for small bolls, while large bolls missed
the fill-up in the enclosures because Laplacian of images is basically for edge detection
(Figure 4). Then, thresholding of Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) of the UAV images was
applied to completely segment out the cotton bolls and boll clusters to accurately quantify
the CUC for cotton yield estimation with relatively high correlation (0.86) (Figure 5).
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Figure 6 shows the multispectral imagery of Landsat 8, Sentinel 2A, and PlanetScope
over the Stoneville, Mississippi research area in September 2016. In Figure 2, the relatively
high resolution of the manned aircraft images can clearly delineate the boundaries of the
fields, and even differentiate the variation within the fields with. However, in Figure 6,
the satellite images all have coarser resolutions compared with airborne images, but each
of them still has its own function for the area of remote sensing. To cover this area of
crop fields, Landsat 8 imagery can roughly delineate the boundaries of the sections of the
fields to differentiate types of vegetation (crops and weeds) over the area. Sentinel imagery
can delineate the boundaries of the fields for improved differentiation of vegetation types.
PlanetScope imagery can clearly delineate the boundaries of the fields but is limited to
differentiate the within-field variations, which can be overcome by airborne platforms,
manned aircraft, and UAVs.
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RGB images (the square shapes represent data points, and the solid line is the trend of the data points
with the fitted regression equation as shown on the top).
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4.2. Brooksville, Mississippi

UAV remote sensing was conducted in 2018 and 2019 at Brooksville, Mississippi in a
field of 9K m2 within the farm area, although the data are limited, for the irrigation study
of a soybean field. In 2018, five days were successful for UAV imaging flyovers, 7 June,
27 June, 13 July, 27 July, and 13 August. In 2019, only two days were successful, 3 June
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and 1 August. Figure 7 shows the UAV NDVI images of 2018 for the soybean field in the
research farm area at Brooksville, Mississippi, calculated from the acquired multispectral
images. These time series of NDVI images indicate the phenology of the soybean growth
from vegetative to reproductive stages, with highest vegetation vigor indicated on 27 July.
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Figure 7. UAV NDVI images of the soybean field in the research farm area at Brooksville, Mississippi
in 2018.

Landsat 8 imagery is typically limited for cloudless data. In 2018, only four days of
images, 7 June, 16 June, 2 July, and 20 September, were cloudless to cover the research
farm area. However, the 30 m spatial resolution of the images was not sufficient to clearly
delineate the boundary of the field. Further, the imagery of Sentinel-2 is typically more
available for cloudless data, with more frequent revisit times. For example, in 2018, there
were 24 days of cloudless images from January to September to cover the research farm
area. With the 10 m spatial resolution of the Sentinel-2 images, the boundaries of the fields
within the farm area can be clearly delineated, but not the rows within the fields. Lastly,
there are even more PlanetScope images available to clearly cover the fields in the research
farm area. In 2018, 118 days of cloudless images from January to September were found to
cover the farm area. With 3 m spatial resolution, the images can delineate the boundaries
of the fields and identify features and variations over the fields—although the rows still
cannot be differentiated within the field—which may be good enough to discriminate the
plot treatments of the experiment in conjunction with the high-resolution UAV images.
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In the concerned soybean field, an irrigation study was conducted with two treatments,
rainfed and irrigated, replicated with four plots for each treatment in 2018. Figure 8 shows
the multispectral imagery of Landsat 8, Sentinel 2A, and PlanetScope over the research
farm area in 2018.
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4.3. Pontotoc, Mississippi

UAV remote sensing was conducted in 2017, 2018, and 2019 for cover crop studies
at Pontotoc, Mississippi. Among the studies, a soybean field of 14K m2 in the research
farm area was focused on with UAV remote sensing. For the soybean field study, in 2017,
five days were successful for flyovers, 24 July, 8 August, 17 August, 5 September, and
18 September. In 2018, nine days were successful, 1 May, 22 May, 20 June, 3 July, 10 July,
16 July, 1 August, 8 August, and 22 August. In 2019, four days were successful, 27 March,
11 June, 6 August, and 21 August. Figure 9 shows the UAV NDVI images from 2018 of
the soybean field in the research farm area at Pontotoc, Mississippi, calculated from the
acquired multispectral images. These time series of NDVI images indicate the phenological
difference of the soybean planted one month apart in two different field plot areas with
overall highest vegetation vigor indicated on 3 July.

Figure 10 shows the multispectral imagery of Landsat 8, Sentinel 2A, and Plan-
etScope over the research farm area at Pontotoc, Mississippi in 2018. Similar to the case at
Brooksville, Mississippi, Landsat 8 imagery is limited for cloudless data, as shown in the
figure, and the 30 m spatial resolution of the images is not sufficient to clearly delineate the
boundary of the field. The imagery of Sentinel-2 is more available for cloudless data, and
with the 10 m spatial resolution, the Sentinel-2 images can clearly delineate the boundaries
of the fields within the farm area, but not the rows within the fields. Additionally, there
are even more PlanetScope images available to clearly cover the fields in the research farm
area, and with 3 m spatial resolution, the images can delineate the boundaries of the fields
and identify features and variations over the fields, although the rows still cannot be differ-
entiated within the field, which may be good enough to discriminate the plot treatments
of the experiment in conjunction to the high-resolution UAV images. In the concerned
soybean field area, a study has been conducted with soybeans planted one month apart in
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two different field plot areas with the treatments of five cover crops, three fertilizers, and
four replications for two different planting dates.
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5. Discussion of Issues and Challenges

With all the cases demonstrated above, issues and challenges of remote sensing from
different sources can be identified as follows:

1. Spatial resolution

For satellite imagery, Landsat data, with its 30 m spatial resolutions, 250 m, are limited
to delineate the boundary of the crop fields at the three locations. Sentinel-2 and Planet
imagery, with higher spatial resolutions (10 m and 3 m, respectively), can delineate the
boundary of the fields, and even be discriminate the features and variations within the
fields. Therefore, satellite imagery may be used to complement when the UAVs miss some
days or some part of the field area.

2. Signal inconsistency

Because of the atmospheric effect, the attenuation of reflectance signals to the remote
sensors, and sensor factors, the remote sensing data from different sources may not be
consistent in observing in order to characterize the same area of earth using NDVI or any
other vegetation indices [29]. Landsat data are good for regional studies. At the field scale,
5-cm resolution UAV NDVI was more accurate than 10-m Sentinel-2 NDVI for measuring
vineyard variability [43]. UAV-derived NDVI was found more effective in tracking forest
canopy phenology than Landsat-derived NDVI [44].

3. Cloud cover

Cloud cover over study areas is an issue for the use of satellite imagery in the growth
season, especially in the summer of the year in the humid study areas. Planet has high
revisiting cycles, increasing the possibility to capture cloudless imagery. Sentinel-2 is
acceptable in this aspect too, but Landsat may not guarantee provision of useable imagery
from June to August in our study areas.

4. Limits of UAV imaging sensors

Although UAS imaging sensors can offer high-resolution products, the quality of the
sensors varies greatly [45]. The satellite systems typically have been thoroughly calibrated
into different levels of products. However, various commercially available UAV-based
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multispectral NDVI capable sensors (cameras) may involve substantial geometric and
radiometric errors, which may need further calibration and correction to improve. UAV
imagery has high spatial resolutions. Therefore, even a small error in the viewing angle
of a single lens could cause unacceptable geometric distortions between the NIR and red
bands to produce biased NDVI.

5. Limits of UAV imagery

Even for a small field, a UAV imaging system needs to acquire multiple images during
a period of time, then a mosaicking of the multiple images is needed to fully visualize the
field, and the resulting image mosaic may contain unignorable geometric and radiometric
mismatches due to unmatched features and projections between images and lapses of
imaging time of different images.

6. Summary and Future Work

This paper indicated that different sources of remote sensing data, such as satellites,
manned aircraft, or UAVs, are not consistent and performed differently, although they are
somewhat correlated. Spatial resolution decides the scope of the application of the data
from each source. Cloud cover is an issue, especially for the satellites with long revisit time.
UAVs have great potential for high-performance monitoring of crop growth. However, they
have limits in varied sensor quality and image mosaicking for unignorable geometric and
radiometric mismatches. So too do the manned aircraft-based sensors and images. Satellite
systems are typically thoroughly calibrated geometrically and radiometrically. Satellite and
manned aircraft images can cover large areas at one time and can be integrated to monitor
the field area. Although the spatial resolution of Landsat is not good enough for the fields in
this study, if the larger areas surrounding the fields are considered, the products of Landsat
(monitoring and classification) are good sources to show general vegetation profiles of the
area, and then the data can be scaled down to the specific area and fields with Sentinel-2,
PlanetScope, manned aircraft, and/or UAVs if necessary. This is advantageous in that the
study of a field can be opened to associate with the surrounding environment and ecology
and properly uses the data sources.

Remote sensing crop growth monitoring is a critical component of precision agri-
culture technology and has a potential to enhance crop growth management in nutrient
status determination, irrigation schedule, weed/pest control, irrigation scheduling, and
harvesting planning to boost crop yield, increase resource use efficiency, and minimize
negative environmental impact. Various remote sensing systems with corresponding de-
cision support models are continuously attracting more attention locally and areawide
with climate change. Remote sensing research has a need to develop integrated platforms
and corresponding data pipelines for crop production management decision support. The
integrated systems will enable more accurate characterization of crop growth status at
optimal spatiotemporal resolution. Therefore, to improve remote sensing crop growth
monitoring, different sources of remote sensing data should be coordinated and integrated
or fused to build a paradigm of multisource remote sensing. This new paradigm should
consider the spatial, spectral, and temporal factors in the sense of optimization for a specific
focus of concerned field areas.

To develop multisource remote sensing for crop monitoring in the area and other
similar areas, remotely sensed images from different sources for the same area can be
processed to fully extract features and information from the images from different sources,
and the extracted features and information can be further integrated into a resulting image
that contains rich spectral information and spatial details. This process involves multisource
remote sensing data fusion, which can be conducted at different levels:

• Pixel level, which is conducted to merge images from different sources pixel by pixel
by a certain scheme for a new image as an independent product or input of the model;
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• Feature level, which is conducted to merge features extracted from images from
different sources by a certain scheme, such as fused NDVI, for a new feature image as
an independent product or input of the model;

• Decision level, which is conducted to combine the outputs of different image ana-
lytic models.

This development will provide a more accurate data basis for advanced remote sensing
image classification, target detection, and spectral analysis for improved crop growth
remote sensing monitoring for precision crop production management in the area of lower
northern Mississippi and hopefully other similar areas.
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